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"JUNIOR MISS" OPENS
TONIGHT ON PLT BOARDS
Marcia Lou Brown Stars
In Her Twelfth PLT Role
.38

College of the Pacific, Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California, March 24, 1944

teiner, McClintock Receive
Ugh Honors At Linfield

No. 29

"Junior Miss"

Jerome Chodorov and Joseph Fields play "Junior Miss" based
on the book of the same name by Sally Benson opens tonight in Pa
cific Little Theatre at 8:30 o'clock. The production is under the di
rection of DeMarcus Brown. This is one of the most successful plays

wenty Western Colleges Represented
Tournament To Compete in Debate
Despite the wartime absence of men debaters, the Colof the Pacific carried off the honors for the third con
ceive year at the Linfield College Debate Tournament
eld last week, March 13 to 15, at Linfield College, Mc[innville, Oregon.
Miss Pearl Steiner and Miss Alta McClintock, the only
jcal team to participate in the tournament, upheld Paei
ge

record by placing first in wo|
j
en's debate.
Miss Steiner also tied for first
ce in extemporaneous speaking
th Miss Eunice Heppler of George
pperdine College In Los Angeles
By PEARL STEINER
d placed second in impromptu
The typical tone pattern of one
leaking. Miss McClintock, with no
of the nation's foremost radio com
•evious experience in either extemmentators was witnessed in person
iraneous or impromptu speaking,
by 1800 Stocktonians at the High
ached the finals in both.
School Auditorium last Monday
INK ROUNDS
night.
Miss Steiner and Miss McClintock
Introduced by Art Farey, Fulton
•%
A
impeted in nine rounds of debate Lewis launched into his speech on
d remained undefeated. A tenth "What's happening in Washington"
iund was cancelled because of the by telling the familiar little story
scisive lead the local team already of Willie's request to God for $100
over all its opponents.
which was answered by the Presi
"Junior Miss" Marcia Lou Brown hangs over the shoulder of her
The issue debated was the current dent and a five-dollar bill.
stage father Art Farey in one of her zanier moments, of which there are
Thus relaxing the audience into
ibate question for all colleges, "Re
many in tonight's comedy. The play opens on Pacific's Little Theatre
ived: That the United States a receptive frame of mind he be
at 8:00 p.m.
iou!d Participate in Raising and gan his discussion of the "at the
aintaining an International Po moment trends" in the nation's
le Force Upon the Defeat of the capitol.

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Sways Audience

Miss Steiner, a senior student and
veteran debater, stated that on
e whole the competition was good
id even better than in most touraments in which she has particited. The debaters who took part
presented twenty colleges from
ashington, Oregon, California,
-h, and Nevada.
(See DEBATE, page 4, col. 2)

rroles to Celebrate

ith Year at C.O.P.

President and Mrs. Tully C.
Wholes will be honored at an inJrmal reception in Anderson Hall
Tuesday evening, March 28,
•ow eight to ten o'clock in celebraon of their twenty-five years at
iie College of the Pacific.
The actual date of the anniver"Y is April 2, but the reception
ss been moved up because many
'embers of the Board of Trustees
Mil be on the campus at that time.
The reception is being sponsored
fy the faculty, administrative staff,
'hd Board of Trustees. The com
mittee in charge is made up of
essrs. Robert E. Burns, DeMarcus
town, Charles E. Corbin, Fred L.
r'oy, and J. William Harris.
AH students and friends are cor'y invited to attend.

Wanted!
WANTED: Copies of "The
^hwrican Idea" by E. T.
Adams. This American Instlhtion's text has gone out of
j"dnt since many students
ught their copies. Help us
°ut by selling or renting us
>ours (or giving It to the
?fss' to be donated to the
th ** <*r*ve afterward). Bring
< r" to the Book Store or to
. ' ®- Hopkins, 208 Admtnfetrath°n Building.

FOURTH TERM ISSUE
First issue to be discussed was
the fourth term. It is Mr. Lewis'
opinion that Roosevelt will run
again, for the democratic party has
become a one-man party. Just how
strong the Republican opposition
would be depended entirely upon
"Mr. X" Republican nominee for
the office. Mr. Lewis thinks that
the present Governor of New York,
young Thomas Dewey is most likely
to be "Mr. X." Runners-up are
Bricker and Willkie.
That a Republican House is in the
winds was next pointed to as an ob
vious barometer of public opinion.
The Senate, he s^d, would be close
ly divided with a small margin de
termining the policies of that House
of Congress.
FARM BLOC RESISTANCE
In a discussion of the Farm Vote,
it was said that the farm bloc of
fered the most resistance to the
present administration. Present ec
onomic theories as propounded
through Washington are not im
pressing the farm vote, Mr. Lewis
said.
It was his opinion that this bul
wark of capitalism cannot long be
denied if we are to retain the form
of government we now have.
The Labor Vote is Roosevelt's
most loyal group favoring a fourth
term. They may distrust Vincent,
Byrnes and Davis; they may have
little respect for "Ma Perkins," but
the person of FDR seems to be in
violate. Even John L. Lewis who
(See FULTON LEWIS, p. 4, col. 4)

Eckert Speaks
On "Laws of Life"
For Sunday Chapel
"The Laws of Life" will be the
subject of Dr. Ralph Eckert's speech
for the eleven o'clock Sunday serv
ice. This will be the third talk in
the "Believe in Life" series that has
been given for the pre-lent Sundays.

Art Lecture
Tomorrow

Jan Reiner, young Czechoslovakian authority on architecture, in
terior design and furniture, will
give a lecture on "Furniture and In
terior Design" tomorrow at 2:30 p.m.
in Room 111 of Weber Hall, spon
sored by the Household Arts and
Science Club.
Mr. Reiner was educated at the
University of Prague, and he con
tinued his studies with distinguished
architect; with Le Corbusier in Pa
ris and with Ove Bang in Oslo un
til 1937 when the international fel
lowship brought him to Harvard
where he studied with Walter Grop-ius.
He has taught at Mills College in
Oakland and at the Rudolph Schaeffer school. He is better known as
a lecturer, and he has spoken much
around the Bay Area. He has also
worked as an architect, under the
employment of W. W. Wurster and
Clark and Lloyd in San Francisco.
UNIQUE IDEAS
Mr. Reiner has received much at
tention from the press concerning
his unique ideas of pre-fabricated
houses after the war. In them he
sees unlimited possibilities of beau
ty, and with cost low enough to al
low people with meager means to
live in modern and beautiful homes.
He had an article published In Sun
set magazine in March, and anoth
er will appear in the October issue
on furniture. One of his uppermost
ideas is to combine architecture and
modern design.
SILVER TEA
After the lecture, the H.A.S. will
give a silver tea in rooms 212 and
216, and there probably will be dis
plays of the work the household de
partment has been doing. Tickets
are on sale for the lecture and may
be obtained in Weber Hall in the
home economics department or
from the girls on campus from that
department. The ticket price is 50c.

Katherine Dunham
Dancers Coming

Sizzling, tempestous, torrid, and
revealing—a musical heat wave
that wowed Broadway with voodoo,
boogie, jazz and jive, is coming
on Tuesday evening, April 11, at 8:30
p. m. to the Stockton High School
Auditorium. It is the Katherine
Dunham "Tropical Revue."
MAIL ORDERS NOW
The Revue is being brought here
under the auspices of DeMarcus
Brown. According to Mr. Brown,
tickets are' available now by mail
order only. The people who desire
preferred seats should send in their
mail orders and checks immediate
ly to Pacific Little Theatre. Seats
will go on sale April 3, at Fuhrman
Music Co., 29 North California
Street, phone 5-5611.
Many of you will recall the Kath
erine Dunham Dancers from the
storm sequence in the moving pic
ture, "Stormy Weather." This was
the most outstanding of their per
formances in the movie.
"WHAT A SHOW!
"Tropical Revue" first appeared
on Broadway and was immediately
proclaimed one of the hits of the
year. "What a show!" said Winchell; "As hot as its title," said Si
mon of the PM. The New York Post
is quoted as saying "Her dance con
ceptions offer color, variety, and ex
uberance as well as unusual human
warmth." These are examples of
the praise given Katherine Dunham
and her troupe. The Revue is now
touring the nation as a road show,
packing them in, and piling up more
honors at every performance.

Association
Allocates Loan

The American Banker's Associa
tion has allocated a one-loan schol
arship of $250 to Pacific students
for the Academic year of 1944-45.
For further information about the
scholarship, see Mrs. Grove in the
president's office.

of the season and it has had a Ion;,"
road run also playing a couple of
years in New York.
MARCIA LOU LEADS
The cast includes Marcia Lou
Brown in the role of Judy Greaves.
Junior Miss. This will be her twelfth
performance at Pacific Little The
atre, having made her initial ap
pearance here in "Uncle Tom's Cab
in" as Little Harry, later in "Thj
Ivory Door," as Prince Perivale, in
"Peter Pan" as Michael, also she
played roles here in "Ghost of Yan
kee Doodle," "Our Town," "Per
Ghent" and "Medea."
Marcia Lou at seven appeared as
Little Tina in the Cape Playhouse
production of "The Old Maid" with
Marjorie Lord as Big Tina. She has
an excellent background of theatre
behind her and in "Junior Miss" not
only promises but more than ful
fills the role of Judy Graves in her
delightful characterization as th
mischievous, brown-eyed, loveable,
Junior Miss of everyone's imagina
tion.
FAREY IS FATHER
Art Farey portrays Harry Graves,
office-bound, hard-working father of
Lois and Judy who never loses his
temper without a sense of humor.
Emamae Prising plays Grace
Graves, charming mother of the
Graves who desperately tries to
keep peace and serenity in the
household.
Betty McKee, as the hoarsevoiced, saucy-eyed, "honest inju.i
forever" best friend of Judy Grave?.
And Lt. Lee Norvelle as J. B. Cur
tis, deep-voiced menace of the o
flee who holds Harry's job over hi ?
head and keeps him out late play
ing bridge.
With Sally Rinehart as "Charm
ing" sister Lois who has so many
boy friends, the family can nev- .
(See "Junior Miss," page 3, col. 1)

6-4-4 Educational Plan
Discussed at Pasadena
Six members of the Stockton Jun
ior College faculty and administra
tive staff and one delegate from the
College of the Pacific, together with
nine other representatives from the
Stockton Unified School System, are
this week convening in Pasadena
to study the new 6-4-4 educational
plan now in use in the junior col
lege and high schools there.
SURVEY
The delegates left here last Sun
day and stopped in Bakersfleld to
make a brief tour of Bakersfleld
Junior College. The remainder of
the week has been devoted to sur
veying the whole Pasadena school
system and particularly the plan
and methods used at Pasadena Jun(See 6-4-4 PLAN, page 6, col. 4)

Band Frolic
Postponed Due
To Rushing

According to Dean Elliott
the Band Frolic will be held
on May 12 instead of April 18
as previously scheduled. The
date has been changed be
cause sorority rnshing takes
place In April, thus enabling
the sororities to partake In
the activity.
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Red Cross Drive
Closes Tonight
Today marks the end of the Red
Cross drive which covered the cam
pus and centered around the booth
in the Administration building. An
all-out push for donations was
staged by all living houses and
groups, with the exception of the
faculty which had their own separ
ate drive.
Co-chairmen Dolores Perry and
Alta McClintock announced their
goal as $500, which had to be
reached by five o'clock tonight. The
sum taken in by last Friday was
$262.93. The results of the drive,
which was backed by the A.W.S
will appear in next week's edition

Somewhere in England Arrive S a f e l y
In England

The safe arrival in England of
Tully C. Knoles, Jr., American Red
Cross Field Director, and Mildred
Baptista, American Red Cross As
sistant program director, has just
been confirmed by the National Red
Cross Headquarters in Washington.
By JOE WILLIAMSON
Until his Red Cross appointment,
Here it is again, the Navy column,
Mr. Knoles taught history and was
By DON WESTOVEj}
complete in everything on the Blue
senior counsellor at Palo Alto Sen
The
glorious record and a
jacket front from Plattsburg Middy
ior High School, and was also diSchool to Art Le Clert. Incidentally,
rector of the San Jose Community traditions of the United stat<
Marines, there is nothing herein for
Players for the Department of rine Corps are the highlights
you to chew your nails over this
Adult Education, and previously armed forces throughout the
time.
taught in Marysvilie, California, A marine is the most distin
Snaiu — a la Navy
Junior College. He is a graduate of able person in uniform. His
Here is a bit of something as evi
Stockton High School; received his ing in the neat and trim tradj
dence of the Navy's occasional lack
A. B. degree at C.O.P.; his M. A. garb, the way he handles h
of consistency. The two paragraphs
degree at the University of South among others and his consciot
to follow are both from the Blue
ern California, and attended Har of the branch of service he u;
jackets manual, tenth edition, pages
vard University. He is the son of are the basic elements of ai
indicated. Read 'em, and then you
President and Mrs. Tully C. Knoles rines' conduct. The corps new
Pictured here isMiss Mildred Bap
tell us.
(See Arrive in England, p. 3, col. 5) mandant, Lieutenant Genet-;
tista whose safe arrival in England
Vandergrift, has recently abo
Profanity is not allowed and caus
Lt. Charles N. Covey recently was just announced. For further de
the service paratroopers and fa
es trouble to the man who uses it. graduated at Marfa Field, Texas,
tails see accompanying story.
raiders because he feels that a]
One captain of a ship which was where he received his pilot wings
rines should be the paratro
cruising in Central American waters and commission as second lieuten
and raiders, not just a few!
noticed that some men in ordinary I ant in~ the" Army AirTorces." He is
He is now training as a transport
OUR BROTHERS!
conversation were calling each oth now stationed at Randolph Field,
pilot at Austin, Texas.
A former sailor on campus
er by the vilest of names in loud San Antonio, Texas, where he is
now
is attending midshipt
Mr.
Robert
L.
Breeden,
former
voices with no regard for anyone. I training in a school for instrument
man who was profane | instructors,
GALE ROSS is now an Army Air head of the College of the Pacific school, made a statement las
got many hours of extra duty, but
Corps Cadet training at Stockton physical education department and mester that relates the feelic
now an American Red Cross staff our brother service. Bruce !
the man who calmly took the vile
Field.
name got a court-martial and had I CP'- Bernard Winkle was recently
worker serving in North Africa, ex was a little guy, quiet and ver
to prove his innocence. Several graduated from the Army Air Forepressed his continued interest in the reserved. In his column repre
ARTHUR LEWIS has been com athletic program here in a letter re ing the Navy he stated that the
black eyes were noticed after this, es gunnery school at Kingman, Art
missioned an ensign in the Navy at ceived recently by Mr. James Cor ors' uniform represents a "little
but in a week or so profanity had | zona
Kings Point, Long Island, New York son, Dean of Men.
sailor suit with Boy Scout Nei
practically stopped.—Page 22.
at the Merchant Marine Academy.
chief, Beanie, etc." By making
Before you entered the Navy you i r „„„ „
Mr.
Breeden
was
especially
.
.,, ,
„
/ ,
Loren Hellwig was enrolled in the He has been in the service 19
a statement a person must poi
may have settled your disputes by A
a «
m
d
,
,.
..
,
_
Tr ,
pleased
with
the
outcome
of
the
flos.fl.,., -r„
of.,, another
,v.. person
11 S T P at the University of Ken months and spent 9 months at the
an extremely realistic, calcula
fighting.
To strike
tucky. Upon the closing of the Academy. As a Merchant Marine East-West game, the results of
and envious mind. Realistic
in the naval service is an offense
which
he
just
recently
received
af
school, Loren passed the Army Air sailor he visited Guadalcanal and
calculating over his statement
punishable as a court-martial may
ter
earlier
news
that
Art
McCaffForces test for pilot and bombar other war zone waters.
adjudge.—Page 40.
ray, Pacific's Ail-American tackle, envious of a brother branch,
dier training, so he is now at Aloe
Add a Pinch of Salt
(See DOC BREEDEN, page 4 col. 2) bell-hops of the Navy." Membei
Air Field, Victoria, Texas.
the Marine Corps were nickna
Several V-12's down at Cal, in
Recent graduation exercises at the
quarters G to be exact, decided
with such a title by narrow-mii
naval training school for women re
that their language wasn't salty
outsiders as represented by tod
Cpl. HING M. LOW recently re servist yeomen at the Iowa State
enough, so here's what they did to turned home after 25 months over Teachers' College Campus, Cedar
Navy columnist for this weekly
remedy the situation. They made up seas, 11 months in Hawaii and later Falls, Iowa, saw RELLA MARIE
NEW MEN
a list of several common naval on, Guadalcanal and New Georgia. COFFEE promoted to the petty
The new men recently introdt
terms and agree, to forfeit a pen- He is now a malaria patient at Ham- officer rating of yeoman, third class.
(See SEMPER FTDELIS,p. 6, cc
ny for each misuse, such as floor | mond General Hospital,
for deck or bed for bunk. In two
weeks, $2.27 was accumulated,'
*
JACK SHEPARD is now station
ANYTHING EXCELLENT
which was promptly handed over to I Lt. DON GENTRY recently re- ed with the Army Medical Corps at
IN DRUGS
the Red Cross drive.
ceived his wings and commission at Van Nuys California. He received
(See NAVY page 4, col. 3)
La Junta, Colorado, Army Air Field. his basic training at Salt Lake City,
Pacific Avenue
Utah.

Semper Fidel

PacificiteA

Doc Breeden Writes
From North Africa

Rose

Pharmacy

Fox California
Now Showing

1,

PRETTY AS A
SPRING FLOWER
In one of our gay
new cotton juniors.
Pinafores shirtwaists
suit dresses, and other
styles in floral prints,
stripes, and plain pas
tel shades. They'll be
campus and classroom
favorites this spring.
Sizes 11 to 15 and siz
es 10 to 20.

King's
The Qualify

AS ALWAYS

"For Whom the Bells Toll'

Let's Meet At

Jeweler

Charles A.

PACIFIC AVENUE
3216 Pacific Ave.

TJOIUHKI 9ce> S Quel 6a.
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton

$6 95

Haas
Jewelers
We Specialize
in

AND UP

Grant at Weber Ave.

Diai 2-0220

Plumbing With A Smile

THE STERLING
MAIN & HUNTER

PHONE 8-8616

MILLER-HAYS CO.
Serving College of the Pacific

Identification
Bracelets
MAIN 8TBSET
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Baseball
Previews
By CHARLIE COOK

<]Ue

SPORTS LOG
By JACK SULLIVAN
' Bengal Sports followers are getting ready to see the one and only
s Alonzo Stagg in action again as the time is nigh for Spring footA"1
1 practice. Just what is to be expected of the "Grand Old Man" of
football is a mystery as most of the '43 team that gained national fame
s been transferred for further duty with the Marines.
3 Expectant candidates for the 1944 lineup returning from the "WonTeam" number such veterans as Bob Muenter, Jack Verutti, Jack
Hurley and Carl Lueder, and Slinging Fred Klemenok in the backfield.
"AS mentioned above the future of the College of Pacific gridders is
mystery, and maybe they won't gain the national honors that last year's
eleven did, but there are plenty of ball clubs on this Pacific Coast who
Iren't going to invade the Tiger lair and leave without plenty of
scratches.
*

*

The latest rumor to find its way into the Weekly office pertains to the
possibilities of a Marine versus Navy smoker. According -to Publicist
Charley Davis the show, if and when, will take place sometime in May.
and with the possibility of some good refs coming down from Frisco
to keep things honest. Here's your chance, Sailors!
•

*

Swish — off to the baseball front.
It seems that young Arch got a
little bit ahead of himself last Fri lege authorities reconsidered and de
day by making the statement that cided to break down and let the kids
'Baseball is all signed, sealed and have a baseball team after all. Well,
delivered." Sorry, but that's not the isn't that the way it should be?
By JOE WILLIAMSON
way it goes. I guess I should offer Here's the very best of luck to the
The Pacific thinclads, under the
some kind of an explanation — so COP nine in this coming baseball direction of Coach Jackson, have
here goes.
season. (NUFF SAID)
been working out for two weeks
«
« •
THUMBS DOWN
now and are beginning to round in
Here on the Pacific campus we SAC'TO SEGALE
to shape for their first meet, an in
have a great deal of baseball "Red
Now that things are beginning tramural affair between the Sailors
Hots" who were all for the idea of to hum around the diamond it looks and Marines, on the 30th and 31st
forming a baseball team that would as though the Marines and Sailors of this month. Their first interscholrepresent the Orange and Black, are going to have to move over and astic tangle will be with Modesto
but the College turned thumbs let a civilian in it too. By civilian I
J. C. here on April 15.
down. The fellows, however, weren t mean little George Segale, who hails
At this time it apears that the
discouraged. So th6y got the neces from Sacramento J. C.
Segale playL. ^e
a - ^^^^ greatest>numbers
sary permission from the Naval au ed outfield at J. C., has had a lot of
h,„.dlp and weieht
in the distance, hurdle,
and weight
thorities and started working out experience in the local tVinter Lea
events. There are enough men (ap«
around the diamond.
gues, and should prove of great val
proximately thirty) to make up a
News got around of what had ue to the team — glad to have you
team fairly deep in each event, but
happened and soon reached the ear aboard, George.
the turnout is lighter than it has
of Mr. Baseball Fan in Stockton
If any of you guys 'n gals would
been at Pacific in a number of
Mr. Fan, realizing the abundance of like to see a real Casanova, take a
years.
good baseball material that we have stroll over to the baseball diamond
out here, reached into his pocket one of these days and get a load of CIVILIANS WELCOME
Although the team is now com
and said, "Here, I'll put your base "Willamettes's trial - size gift to the
ball team on the field with the very baseball world and women", Don posed of entirely service men. ci
best equipment money can buy." The Ackley. Although he is the spitting vilians, would be welcomed out with
fellows replied, "Thank you very image of Tiny Tim, Ackley can hit open arms by Coach Jackson. There
much, but we would rather play for and chuck with the best of them. If are many good men, both civilian
C.O.P. and show the sports world he can pitch a baseball like he can and Navy, roaming the campus now
that we have not only great foot pitch a little woo, he'll be a great whose talents would greatly boost
ball and basketball teams, but also sensation. In case you're curious the track team's chances this
a great baseball team as well." Just about his height, bring along a ver spring.
about then the news got back to nier caliper and measure him your BEARS NOT A CINCH
the Pacific campus where the Col- self.
The toughest meet on the team's

Lighter Turn-out
Than Expected

JACK SULLIVAN, Editor

*

Pacific Shortpants
Begin Practice

•

Those Sassy seals never will stop trying to break records of one kind
or another much to Lefty O'Doul's profound satisfaction, but this time
one of their attempts is backfiring. Way back in 193^ April 3, Joe Sprinz,
Seal receiver, attempted to break the record height that a baseball could
be dropped and caught. Some politician had caught one from 758 feet
at Berkeley, so why couldn't the erstwhile O'Doulman catch one from
800 ft. A Goodyear blimp floated
over Treasure Island at exactly the
prescribed mark, but had to
make three attempts before
they even got one inside the
ball park. And it was a Strike.
But somehow or another in the
jumble of the ump's decision
the ball bounced off of Joe's
glove and clipped him in the
jaw for the longest distance
knockout on record. That cost
the Seals right then and there
as Sprinz was out for the sea
son and played but 100 games
in 1941. Now, Mr. Sprinz is
seeking permanent compensa
tion for that injury. 'Nuff said!

*

Pacific Co-operative
House-Always Alive
By RUTH McLEMORE

*

*

BOLAND WORRIED
Frank Boland, better known as
Rojo etc., just isn't himself these
days. Before, he was always good
for a laugh or two, but now things
are different. My guess is that it is
the coming baseball season that has
him worried. Boland is one of our
best catchers, and will figure great
ly in the future success of Pacific s
baseball team. Well, anyway, the
poor kid is so conscientious about
baseball that he is running around
the horn every day in the amazing
time of four hours and sixteen min
utes. Too much conditioning is no
good, so take it easy Frank.

"Where do you live?"
"I live at the Pacific Co-op."
"What's that?"
The purpose of this story is to
eliminate such questions as that last
one. It certainly lowers the spirit
to realize that a place we think so
important is absolutely unknown to
some of the students on campus. .
The Pacific Cooperative House,
popularly called "The Co-op, is a
place where people are friendlier
In case anyone is interested in
*
*
*
and life is better than anywhere else
baseman, Dick
'Twas stated last week that at Pacific—a place where students what Pacific's first
O'Keefe, was doing last Saturday
work
together
and
play
together,
Frisco sports writers were stay
night, I'll tell you. He was out with
ing clear of making predictions and no sensible person can deny
a pin-Up girl. Hats off to another
that
makes
a
wholesome
combina
as to the Coast baseball champ
baseball Casanova.
this season, and now the big tion.

bold truth comes out. Pre-season predictions now say that
the potential champ is either
Los Angeles, Seattle or Oak
land and the respective manag
ers aren't denying it either. It
as been many a year since those Seals have ended up 'neath the Acorns
fter all was said and done.
*

*

*

Those University of Washington Huskies are seeking revenge already
or that shellacking they took in the Rose Bowl last January 1, as poential negotiations are under way for another Husky Southern Cal
ussle in Los Angeles late in October or early in November. Of course
here are a lot of ifs in such a set-up, as the Navy V-12 rule prohibts much travel, but if and when such a deal goes through, that looks like
he major grid game of the 1944 season on the Pacific Coast.
There are very few of us who are not familiar with the reputation
f Santa Clara's Rich O'Keefe who highlighted the Tiger quintet during
he season just past. Mr. O'Keefe played one of the hottest games of
us young career last weekend on a neutral floor, canning them from all
ngles, and with both hands. This possible smoker will give the Navy
'alf of the service men a chance to gain entrance to Pacific's Hall of
fame. Another big mystery around the campus is just "What s What
bout baseball. Are they going to play or aren't they? One good candi
date for the Tiger eleven will be Mark Litchman, known to his friends
•s the "body." The husky Sailor looks like another Johnny Podesto
ossing that pigskin around.

Junior Miss"
(Continued from page 1)
member one from another they
me so fast and furious.
Others included in the cast are,
it Barrett, Bruce King, Marcelyn
ittilana, Allen Bingham, Bill
'aves, Holland Buckman, and Pri
des Eugene Knight, Jim Oliver,

William Barkhaus, Gordon Meddlin,
and -Richard Willey.
REPEAT PERFORMANCES
There wil be repeated performan
ces of "Junior Miss" tomorrow night
also

next

Friday and

Saturdays

night. Tickets are now on sale at
Pacific Theatre box office for all
these performances.

WHAT IS IT?
People surely don't think before
they inquire, "What is the Coopera
tive House?" for the name is a suf
ficient
label. It's simply a place
where everyone co-operates; each
has an equal share in the work, and
all the food is cooked there. The
students also, do their own house
work. This aids many of them
by greatly cutting expenses.
The members firmly believe they
have more fun than they would
have living any other place on cam
pus, because everyone knows every
one else so very well. There are
no rigid rules concerning one's du
ties. For instance, if Peggy finds
she simply must attend a particular
dance, but she is scheduled for an
hour's work the same night, it is
very easy to "swa$ work. This is
often done, and promotes a feeling
of good comradeship. Things are
never dull at the Co-op.
PUG AND SWEENY
There is always something "go
ing." Pug and Sweeney are the reg
ular pranksters, and can always
think up ways to amuse and annoy
the other sixteen students. How
ever, if things become too lively
during quiet hours, studious Hayward, correctly dubbed "The Voice,
sticks her head out in the hall and
yells "Quiet, please," getting de
sired results.
Although there are several art
and music majors living there, and

schedule is with Cal on April 22, ac
cording to the team mentor. He has
warned the men against any feeling
of superiority over the Bears on the
mere basis of the results of last
fall's football fracas. There are still
two open dates, May 13 and 27, and
a good tough team may be secured
for those dates Two meets are
scheduled with Modesto Junior Col
lege, whichi although Modesto is
probably weak this season for ob
vious reasons, will be good meets
because they wil be open to any
service men who wish to run, un
attached. Coach Jackson expects a
good number of these entries, some
of whom are particuarly good.

SCHINDLER TO HIGH JUMP
Ambrose Schindler, Chief Special
ist at the V-12 Unit, has been out
practicing and plans to compete for
the team. Schindler, a famous ath
lete at U.S.C. a few years ago jumps
over six feet in the high jump. The
*
«
»
presence of a man of his ability will
Well that just about winds it up definitely add to the team's morale
for today. Let's hope that next weel- as well as to its collective ability.
things will be brighter and look a SCHEDULE
little more like the actual game of
The following is C.O.P.'s track
baseball.
six who sing in A Cappella Choir,
no one gets temperamental. Each
person's particular abilities are
adapted to the activities of the
house. For instance, art majors Ann
and Mary do decorations for all ac
tivities held there; Berg, who is on
the domestic side, is House Manag
er; Sweeney, math genius (?) is
treasurer, and Hayward, who hopes
to end up as a Certified Public Ac
countant, is Bookkeeper, etc.
A weekly event everyone looks
forward to is the house meeting,
probably because that is when the
Beef Box" is aired. This is a box
provided for unsigned "beefs," and
it gives plenty of food for thought
fun and embarrassment. No mem
ber can commit a crime against the
rules of the house and be spared
for she is bound to be taken to task
via the Box.
CLARK IS PREXY
Everyone there adheres to cam
pus rules and regulations, as -the
house is under supervision of the
college. There is a supervising
board, with Mr. Fred Clark as new
president. Mr. Turpin recently re
signed.
(See CO-OP, page 6, col. 4)

schedule to date:
March 30, 31—Marines vs. Sailors
April 6, 7—Intramural (barracks),
official tryout for the team.
April 16—Modesto J. C. (here). Open
to neighboring service
men.
April 22—University of California
(at Berkeley)
April 29—Modesto J. C. (at Modesto)
Open to neighboring serv
ice teams.
May 6—Fresno State College (here)
May 13—Open
May 20—West Coast Relays (at
Fresno)
May 27—Open
June 3—Modesto Relays (at Modes
to)

Arrived in England
(Continued from page 2)
Before Miss Baptista received her
assignment overseas, she had been
director of the Junior Red Cross
of San Joaquin County Chapter,
Stockton, California. She also served
as a Junior Red Cross camp coun
selor for many summers at Silver
Lake. She is a graduate of Petaluma High School and the College
of the Pacific.

—
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Off

Mik...

Debafe

Monday—Bookshelf
10:45
(Continued from page 1)
Tuesday—Pacific Musicale ... 5:15
Wednesday—Radio Stage .... 9:45 JOINT TOURNAMENT
The tournament was sponsored
Thursday—Children's Hour . . 5:15
Friday—Monodrama
5:15 jointly by the Western Association
of Teachers of Speech and Linfield
RADIO STAGE
College.
Wednesday nights from 9:45 to
The debaters left here Saturday
10:00 is the new air time for Radio
Stage. This week saw another in morning, March 11, by train and re
the series of Arch Obler shows en turned Thursday night. They were
titled, "This Be My Destiny." In- accompanied by Professor Edward

Fulton Lewis

Navy
(Continued from page 2)

Fifth Termers Make Note

(Continued from page 1)

COP Offers Ne
English Courses

could hardly be categoried as "an
idolator" of the President offers no
serious opposition to his continu
ance in office.
Were an election to be held today
it was Mr. Lewis' opinion that Pres
ident Roosevelt would be elected.

Several new courses have
added to the curricula of the c,
"Oh, for some good old C.O.P.
of the Pacific English Depart
chow and a good warm California
according to Dr. Clair E. (
rain storm." That's how Walt Pet
head of that department. »
erson, trainee at Pacific last term
and now in indoctrination at Plattscourses are open to any senio
burg Midshipman School, started BOMBING LOWERING MORALE lege students who might be j
his letter to one of his pals here.
Dividing the war into the military ested in them.
He says he doesn't think the place and home fronts, Fulton Lewis, Jr.
The first
course is titled,
cidentally a better than average S. Betz, College of the Pacific de- has thawed out in the last century lauded the military progress, and
mocracy in Literature," and
script and quite well done by the bate coach, who was director of the
-there has been a foot and a half the bombing of German cities that
of snow on the ground and four is lowering morale which may bring trays the growth of democracy
Radio Workshop Players. Those in tournament,
the time of John Milton to the
the cast were: Peggy Hurt, Lelia
Besides debating for three days, inches of ice on the sidewalks since a rapid end to the war on the
ent
day. The subject matter f0
Ruggerie, Marc Lees, Jack Lyons, Misses Steiner and McClintock ad- he's been there, and that the chow Deutsche front.
class is in the form of essays
Bill Milhaupt, and Dick Goethals,1 dressed the McMinnville Kiwanis is horrible to say the least. The
But the home front is a different speeches of well known authors
with other supporting players. Mu- J Club on Wednesday afternoon, studies, according to Walt, are plen
story. Explaining that government orators.
sic was handled by Jan Wiman and March 15, on "Postwar Internation ty rough; they include Navigation,
is not a series of laws, that good
Seamanship, Ordnance & Gunnery,
the show was directed by Mr. Ed al Organization."
Another new course is "
administration is vital, and that
ward Betz. If you're fond of drama
On Friday, March 10, the two de and three other courses for one the government, can be only as good Poems in English," covering i
four
on radio, why not tune in on Wed baters also traveled to Stanford hour per day for the first
as the people who compose it, the famous epic poems including *
nesday nights!
University and debated the same is weeks.
j famed commentator proceeded to wulf," "Paradise Lost," and ",
sue before the Stanford Forensic
HARDING DIRECTS
discuss the war debt. He totally dis Brown's Body."
Le Clert the Swab Man
The first show of the new semes- Association. There was no decision,
credited those who advocate the
Twelve hundred years of H
ter on Radio Stage was Arch Ob- : Following the debate the two speak
At about 6:45 every morning since writing off of the war debt of some
ture are covered by these po
er's "Blood Story," a drama con- ers were entertained at lunch by last July, the halls of section two two hundreds of billions of dollars,
and the course will show as it
cerning the work done by the Red ( 'he Stanford Debate Manager.
have rung with Art Le Clert's fa and objected to the "giving away"
gresses how the epic poem
Cross in securing blood plasma. It
mous "who wants a swab to
of money under the guise of Lend- changed during that time. ",
was one of the best shows produced
?" There is never the lease. Lend-lease materials of war,
Brown's Body" written by B
this year by the Workshop Players.
slightest change, always the same. the strictly military commodities,
was to become the great Amer
Then,
one
day
last
week,
Le
Clert
Not only was it well done but the |
(Continued from page 2)
were the only ones that received epic poem.
entire cast including actors, music,
just didn't yell. No one knew what his sanction.
, ,,
,
,
had played the whole game,
sound, and the operator woke up,
The third and final
new co
happened — maybe someone gagged
This led into the attack on waste,
and took whole-hearted'interest in APPROVES OF SCORES
the character and pushed him down of which there is no doubt plenty. offered this semester to senior
what was being done! And much of, He was also gratified with the the drain, or maybe he had a swab However, he said, we must realize lege students is that of Dr. Far
the show's success goes to Lucy ^ scores of the basketball season, stuffed down his throat. Anyway that waste, like the rest of the debt entitled "Creative Writing in I
Harding, guest director for the i which he received recently, but —there wasn't a sound from him.
must be repaid in some manner of ry." In this course, students who
wrote ruefully that "I didn't see a At Platoon formation later in the
evening!
interested in writing poetry i
wealth.
%
single game this year, which is some
pastime or those students intei
morning a rather meek and sub CRITICISMS GALORE
BOUQUETS!
kind of a record for me."
ed in becoming poets, have a ch:
dued Le Clert stepped forward and
There ought to be some kind of
The lecture wound up with a crit
Referring to the recent refusal of
to practice and improve their s
system around here so that deserv
made the announcement that he icism of Wallace, Morganthau, BidMr. Amos Alonzo Stagg, veteran
ing persons having done the best
didn't yell that morning. Perhaps die, Welles, Rockefeller, Stettinius,
and the most work around the Ra College of the Pacific coach, to al
he was bragging—maybe apologiz Harriman, Jr., Harry Hopkins and
dio Studio each semester would get low a Hollywood motion picture
The men who try to do sometl
"Ma Perkins" on the grounds of
company
to
film
his
life,
the
writer
ing. But the next day, and every
a reward. But as the situation now
not being obedient to the will of the and fail are infinitely better t
stands, it's only possible to give hon stated: "You better try to get Mr. day since, the old Le Clert was back people. Farm subsidies were cited those who try to do nothing
orable mention to Howard Lenz as Stagg to have his life filmed.
on the job with the same old noise. as a case in point.
succeed.
"As it has been such an inspira
showing the most improvement in
radio, to Vera Broder for being a tion to the right kind of living,
K
N
swell actress but devotee as super-1 don't see why he wants to hide it.
sound and music wom«r on all the The men here sure would go for it
shows, and last of all to that too in a big way and it would get their
little mentioned little man, the op- minds off their troubles.
erator, in this case a woman, Lois
Butterfleld. Lois has been chief op
erator on at least ten shows this
SUallub'xiocUio*
year without ever a grumble. (And
that's to be appreciated.)
Shell Products

Doc Breeden

WVVV

Tire and Battery
Service

IT'S UP TO YOU!
If you speech students feel that
the Radio Department is worth
while and want the institution to
remain on campus as such, it will
be up to your interest and enthu
siasm this semester. We can't ex
pect to have radio here as perfect
(See OFF MIKE, page 6. col. 4)

Sibley E. Bush
Phones 3-0604
2302 Pacific Ave.

Norman Higgins

Tuxedo
Pastry Shop
Your Sweets Made to
Order
PACIFIC AVENUE

Alert
Cleaners
EXPERT LAUNDRY
SERVICE
Phone 7-7889

2117 Pacific Ave.

GRAND
ICE
CREAM
In spite of curtailments we will still be
able to offer suggestions for your desserts.

PHONE 7-7095
1928 PACIFIC AVENUE

KATTEN & MARENGO

IN

J

se
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Officers Willi-Lu and "Clink
t Alpha Theta
gvv

officers in the Alpha Theta
include the following:
' J rt)ara Thompson, president
Goodwin, vice-president
jy Reedy, recording secretary
jlcCloud, corresponding secre
Maryetta Curtin, treasurer
,e Arbios, social chairman, Vantitl
e Carrol, flower chairman; Jean
ier, gift chairman; June Day,
Cf]
^rgeant-at-arms; Peggy Roth
o
sergeant-at-arms; Peggy Van
:te
jten, historian; Phyllis Wraith,
s«-ft
iclan; Betty McConnell, ChapMary Anne Ahearn, custodian;
Broder, rush chairman; Sally
.ugh, reporter; Betty Ferrari
,. tant house manager; and DoPerry, house manager.

the

se

11 Former Weekly Society
Editor and Photog Wed

The tradtional box of chocolates whch arrived during housemeeting at Tau Kappa Kappa sorority recently contained the sur
prise announcement of the marriage of ex-Pacificites Wilma-Lu
Cawley, and Corporal George Longfellow Cline. A photostatic copy
of the wedding certificate, tied with miniature Archite bells, was
found inside the candy box when opened by prexy Pearl Steiner.

CLINK AND WILLI-LU

Clink and Willi-Lu were married at an eight-thirty candlelight
ceremony on February twenty-sixth,
at the home of the Carl Osborn
Browns in Berkeley. The bride was
gowned In white silk jersey and car
ried an arm-bouquet of deep red
roses. Her only attendant was a so
rority sister, Margaret Stlmmann
while Rodney Branson, fraternity
brother of the groom, served as best
man.

NOTICE
IUSHEES!

All girls interested in sororty rushing are requested to
ttend a meeting scheduled
ar March 27, at 4:30, in Boom
07 of the Administration
r or
loiidlng.
Potential rushees should
Ign up in the office of the
lean of Women between
1 larch 27 and March 30, as
' Fell as check the following
joles for eligibility:
(1) At least one semester's
ork in college with a minirum of 12 units.
(2) A cumulative one-point
I verage in scholarship.
(3) Pacific Student Associa'on and Infirmary card.

^

ELAINE PETERSON, Editor

leti

WiUi-lu and "Clink" cut their
wedding cake after their marriage
in Sacramento on March twentysixth.

Friedberger's
Jewelry for the Service
Man and Co-ed

College Gals

Main Street

Attention!
ICE
SKATING

We've just received
a large shipment of

EVERY
Afternoon
2:30-5:00
Evening
7:30-10:38

Navy and White

STOCKTON

Tailored Shorts

ICE RINK
West Weber at Lincoln

Headquarters
For Navy and
Marine Men
Smoothly tailored Jantzen shorts
in Navy Blue

395
White twill with pleats by famous
Graff

295
SMITH AND LANG

Refreshments
on the
campus

Jf
*7Ite GuL
ctloude.

Epsilon Gives
"Pinafore Prance"

Last Saturday evening, March 18,
the members of Epsilon Lambda
Sigma and their guests danced amid
picket fences and daisy chains at
the Spring-like "Pinafore Prance."
Girls were in cotton dresses and
A reception followed the ceremo dress uniforms were not required
ny, after which the wedding party for the fellows.
and guests attended the University
Mary Flaa was general chairman
of California's Senior Ball at the
of the evening and her committees
Hotel St. Francis in San Francisco,
included the following: Decorations,
Willi-Lu, the daughter of the Wil Cam Jamieson (chairman); Pat
liam H. Crawleys of Sacramento, Barrett, Jean Agers, Jeanne Hall,
graduated from Junior College last Helene Haabesland, Inez Knutson;
June, and has been attending the Bids, Elaine Peterson (chairman),
University of California where she Marcella Dobrasin, Ruth Staples;
was a journalism major. She will Music, Eleanor Williams, Marian
be remembered here for the contri Smith; Chaperons, Pat Boynton,
butions she made as a member of Dorothy Emigh; Refreshments, Be
"Scroll and Stylus," honorary writ atrice Berlander, Ellen Yocum.
ers' organization, Associate Editor
Epsilons and their guests were
of the 1943 Naranjado and Society
the following: Jeanne Hall, Sidney
Editor of the Weekly. She was also Walker; Jean Agers, Sandy Lewis;
affiliated with Tau Kappa Kappa
Becky Roset, Dick Orman; Jimmy
Sorority.
Yokum, Tommy Snap; Pat Barrett,
CAMPUS PHOTOG
Dick Ohanneson; Cam Jamieson,
Clink, the son of the Charles Bob Raven; Ruth Bath, Leo Welter;
Cllnes of Camanche, was a science Inez Knutson, Dick Owen; Eleanor
major at Pacific and very well- Williams, John Lundbad; Maxine
known as the campus photographer. Barks, Frank Domenichini; Elaine
He was on the photographic staff Peterson, Jack Sullivan; Jeanne Da
of the Naranjado and the Weekly. vis, Ernie Busch; Peg Hurt, Don
Clink enlisted in the Signal Corps Ranier; Verle Goble, Bob Muenter;
Reserve a year ago, and after sev Bea Berlander, Herbert Pearce;
eral months spent in A.S.T.P. at Janet James, Ben Silva; Dot Cole
Oregon State College was sent to man, Archie Brown; Helene Haab
Camp Kohler as an instructor. His esland, Darrel Smith; Dot Emigh,
fraternity while attending Pacific Dick Willey; Laverne Carpenter,
was Alpha Kappa Phi.
Mike Connelly; Willie Meyer, Stan
At present the Clines are residing ley Ward; Fanchon Leeker, Lt. Tom
in Sacramento awaiting further Graves; Pat Boynton, Ralph Black;
Florence Dwelly, Hal Peterson; Iris
Army orders.
Jane Jacobs, Fred Frey; Virginia
Jensen, Dan Terry; Marian Smith,
Gordon Medlin; Ada Louise Ander
son, Art Relfe; Lisa Kassel, Dick
GofelS; Jane Kuechler, Cadet Fred
Clark; Beth Harmon, Bud SchwanLast evening installation of offi tes; Lucy Harding, Dick Barkle;
cers for Tau Gamma was held at Eva Marie Genuit, Joe Ferem; Perthe home of Gerry Delucchi, 844 vV. sis Johnson, Dick Payne.

Tau Gamma
Installs

Elm at seven o'clock. The tradition
al ritual of exchanging gavels and
adopting new leaders was executed
by the out-going president, Flo
Strand and the incoming president,
Mary Brooks.
The advisor, Mrs. Seagraves, re
viewed the activities of the past
term.
The office of vice-president went
from June Davis to Nontine Rensberger; secretary from Pat Hoskins
to June Christianson, and treasurer
from Mary Kent to Anita Harris.

Bill Lunt

Operated by
Associated Women
Students
Employing Student Help
"WHERE YOU MEET

UNION OIL
PRODUCTS

EVERYBODY"

On Pacific Avenue

Telephone 6-6324

Orsi's
1910 Pacific Aye.
PASTRY and DELICATESSEN
Always Delicious
Always Ready
Orsi's Ready-Cooked Foods
Open Evenings and Sundays

Logan's
DISTINCTIVE
PORTRAITURE
SINCE 1896
20 N. San Joajuin
Phone 2-2148
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Lucy Harding
Jeanne Davis

Jlettesid. 7a 7lie
Chapel
Cdito^L
Calender

Dear Weekly,

Guess I'll take my turn at doing
some complaining in the hope that
if anyone feels the way I do, we
hAambn
can get some action.
Pbtocialed Ooflefticrfe Pr«u
First, is there anything more dis
of the Methodist Churr.
SUNDAY AT 11:00
Associate Editor
Nancy Kaiser gusting than the little cooperation
(5th Sunday in Lent)
Subject—"An Ancient Definite
we
get
from
the
Marine
and
Navy
Make-up Editor
Joe Williamson
Religion"
trainees in singing the school Speaker—Mr. Robert E. Burns (As
Sports Editor
Jack Sullivan hymn * Sure—sure—they want to be
sistant to President Knoles.) Music—A Cappella Choir with t
Society Editor
Elaine Peterson faithful to their former alma-mater, Subject—"I Believe in Life."
sel Bodley directing.
Organist—Allan Bacon
Columnists: Pearl Steiner, Don Westover, Joe Williamson, Frances but I think they owe at least a lit Organist—Allan Bacon
Leader—President Tully C. Ra,
tle respect to Pacific after all it's
Crozier, Jack Sullivan, Flo Strand, Elinor Sizelove.
TUESDAY AT 12:55
Reporters: Nancy Grant, Ruth McLemore, Elaine Peterson, Betty trying to do for them! You hear Speaker—Bishop James C. Baker Guests—The Board of Trusty
the College of the PaCi4
(From the California Area
Hogan, Elinor Sizelove, Sally Silbaugh, Iris Scribner, Jean MacNeill. all that stuff of being an American
first and a local booster second, but
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Stu is it ever practiced here! After all,
dent Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the it doesn't take too much effort to
(Continued from page 1)
By PEARL STEINEB
Post Office, Stockton, California, under the act of March 3, 1879. Accept memorize a few lines, and you have ior College under the 6-4-4 plan. The
ance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Section i08, to admit there's something demo study is being made through the aid
It was a college campus. The ».
cratic in the spirit of cooperation.
October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
of Mr. Harbeson, principal of the blew and the riot of color that ^
Second, this place is getting to
the sunset lowered itself grace"
Pasadena Junior College.
look worse than San Jose State
behind
the observatory. There ^
The 6-4-4 plan is one that has been
campus. Pacificites have always tak
under the consideration of the only three students in the ash
Constructive criticism is an integral part of democ en pride in their beautiful grounds, Stockton Board of Education for my class.
racy, but criticizing a man because he was born "with a but what's happened? The edge of some time. It calls for six years of The buildings didn't match»
silver spoon" or a "platinum spoon" in his mouth is hardly the lawns look like a twenty-five elementary school, four years of the enrollment was only twenty;,
valid criticism in a country where class differences are cent hair-cut. And you'd think there high school, including the seventh, cent of what it had been. Thegrwere cows pasturing around here
supposedly minimized almost out of existence.
eighth, ninth, and tenth grades, and was overgrown. The forlorn be
Attacks on the Administration's domestic policy have from the looks of the trails cutting four years of junior college. The inSs sagged trying to diminishthe
been made before and they'll be made again. There is through the lawns. Paper lying system now in use in Stockton is selves in proportion to the remi
certainly ground for improvement but to point out only around doesn't help much either. based on the 8-4-2 plan.
of the college generation. Forlcthe fact that a man was born into a wealthy family is not Every time you look through the The local delegates attending are . . . Sagging. . . . Unmatcbs
proof that he cannot be a good administrator. Rulers of windows it seems foggy out. How Dr. A. T. Bawden, principal of Of the less than two hundred st
other countries at other moments of historical crisis have about tidying this place up!
Stockton Junior College and chair ents who remained to put an or.
been moneyed. For that matter* Brice and Knox, cited as Third, there's the infernal matter man of the convention. Dean Beulah sional foot print on the gtj;;
good administrators, will not be exempt from paying in of student body cards. They're fine Watson, Dean James Corson, Dr. against explicit foot high instr.
come tax by any matter of means.
—if you're interested in spectator Allan Waldo, Mr. Irving Goleman, tions—less than thirty were ag
Chief point of criticism comes from Mr. Lewis' declar sports. As for Thursday night and Mr. Louis Windmiller, all of They were not happy.
ation that he is unprejudiced when his entire speech was dances, the ones given by the S.C.A. Stockton Junior College, and Dr. J. BEFORE THE WAR
punctuated by subtle inuendoes against the President, his are 10-1 times better. The Weekly Marc Jantzen of the College of
administration, and "Eleanor." Such phraseology as char is swell, but not $7.50 worth. And the Pacific. They are expected to Before the war, before the m:.
acterized the concluding ten minutes is seen to be almost even if you don't get a reduced rate return today.
these men would have been li
nothing but a series of platitudes and generalities in re on the year book, it still doesn't
background. They're the kids v.
gard to democracy, etc. The insinuation that came with amount to $7.50.
ogled at the football hero wMi:
such descriptions of the post-war world as "when dictat Finally, what could be more un
waltzed with the tall blonde var
orship and Roosevelt" . . . These things are unfair to democratic than compelling stu
They're the kids who would hi
(Continued from page 3)
the people who came and listened in the hope of finding dents to join the union before they Several faculty members have been in the very farthest com:
can participate in athletics, forenhonest, unbiased, unprejudiced analysis.
lunch there, and a general favorite the stag line. They sat on the k:
In a country such as this it is not treason to be preju sics, choir, band publications, elec is Dr. Waldo, who has a reputation of their chairs on opening e:
diced, but it is treason to the people to color their politi tions, fraternities, and sororities. It of a nearly insatiable appetite, and That's as close to the blonde as'cal pills red, white, and blue, when the appropriate label seems to me that $7.50 a semester who starts arguments at lunch time got. Now they waltzed her arc
can also easily prevent some Junior
would be Fulton i^ewis, Jr.
—PEARL STEINER
as to the vitamin content of most played opposite leads. Still -t
College student from contributing
any kind of food, for he likes to be were not happy.
his talents to campus activities.
The girls who had been then*
known as an authority on that sub
Wish someone would give the spe
fore tried to take things in sr3
ject.
Never has procrastination been
— a
- more undesirable cific figures on how the money from BROWN AND WHITE HOUSE
But it is strange to sit in a pi?5
word in our national vocabularies than at the present student body cards is used.
class
with thirty girls. It is h®
Although the new members this
time.
The Democrat
year underwent a strenuous and get enthusiastic about plannia1
Because, while J. Q. Public is beset with doubts and Editor's note: The Weekly will sometimes humiliating initiation dance that only one girl in tfflS
confusions, he'll pay through the nose for every minute gladly print any answers to this program under the direction of attend. The Red Cross work tt1
wasted.
letter. If you don't answer, we will!
house president Mary Winsor, most Makes you feel as if you help :
He wades through his income tax forms at the last
of them would like to live at the there's more to life than rol^
minute.
brown and white house on Fulton bandages and going home on
He's assailed by "This is a watchbird watching you"
Avenue the remainder of their time week-end of a dance, preteit
attacks of conscience when he has to forego the monthly
in college. The house does not ad that you're going because you14
(Continued from page 2)
bond because he's spent his salary early in the month.
mit
everyone ,for each year it has to. Breeding the white rats f<*(
into the unit, must possess an in
He puts off having his tires recapped—and so he has triguing philosophy of life. Not on many more applications for mem eye deficiency took time. But*
a blowout.
ly do they believe in individualism, bers than can possibly be placed. enough.
He sits in his arm chair and criticizes the governments but also try, to the best of their abil Too, one has to have a "C" average RED BLOUSE
and the leaders of the world, including his own.
The girl was very pretty. She
ity, to 'snow' the truth of their over to stay in the Co-op, and most of
But they're not dallying.
seas escapades to the college train the students there carry seventeen the mice and rolled the bank*
They're right in the middle of things—up to their ees. An amazing incident of this re or eighteen units.
and computed friction fonnu®
diplomatic chest ribbons—and there's nothing to do but action is that they themselves be
physics lab. - She wore a red w
wade ahead.
to make her feel gay. At nigh' '
lieve in the 'snow' of their own rev
The little fat man with cigar and bowler derby is elations.
her mind would wander fr°B t
probing things in Shamrock Isle, pronto!
(Continued from page 4)
text
she wrote letters. Lette"
The Man With the Smile and his officials aren't wast A turn-about has been revealed as it was before the war—nothing some of the kids she'd known
ing any time in looking into the peculiar Hands Off atti for the first time since last July by is, is it? So if you want radio—take now overgrown outgrown ca^5
tude of Russia in regard to the post-war borders of Po the Marines in their social obliga an interest! It's Just little things Mentally she followed their
tions. When the fellows first
land, Rumania and the Baltic States.
that can make or break it, like get wake across oceans. She wrote ^
Farsighted historians are advocating now the import emerged on the campus in July of ting to rehearsals on time, paying aiiu
and mauc
made cvcijuiiiii^
everything "sound •
'43 they took the attitude of being
ance °f planning the postwar reconstruction of France,
service men in their stride by buck attention while in the studio, and After all there'd be no point k
this hme as (he greatest center of democratic power on
ling down to the business of a con giving those parts a little outside illusioning' her mother's preco
^
densed college and military life. going over even if they are only ed notion of college life.
Pacific Coast World Peace Conferences are outlining
But she didn't write the lette^
6 Whenever a social function oc two sides long!' A little reiteration,
immediate objectives.
curred on campus a majority of the You don't get somethin' for nothin' wanted most to write. He was
student once. He's in "a ® ^
to tLUret™«™reSemyd<illVCrlng SUrPr"e a"er surprlse marines were elsewhere and the Na in this world—of radio!"
corps" now—"somewhere"—I :
vy predominated, as got to be the
as if comCesina ** hanging on by her win to »ve each day custom. This turn-about took place by the new men in both units. In She was afraid he'd thinkk
order to determine their physical
coward not carrying her sbskf
Individually speaking, the American fighting man at the Epsilon Dance two week-ends endurance, a NPT-5 examination the
load. Afraid to have hi® *
ago. Led by veterans of many so
reat from reality; he must forge ahead daily
was ordered for them last week. On
'"of din
she'd chanked. Afraid to
cial encounters the trainees in green
the following day groans and belly
might have changed.
Those on the Home Front have no jungle through marched over in battle formation aches could be heard throughout heWe
walked out to the obseh ^
which to slash, no beachhead to establish, save the task of and took over. A few sailors did the various barracks. New muscles and watched the sun set like 9^compete
until
a
change
of
heart
oc
living each day to the hilt.
•
were experienced and old ones lim
penny slipping into an ol ^
It s an art, this living up to a "Do it Now" slogan. But curred and decided tt> look else bered up, much to the disgust of the bank. The violet shades ca®
where for companionship, the even
participants. They say that prac
its one of the things that will save us in the long run
yeSl
ended with the situation well in
tice
makes perfect, but in order to they covered her eyes. '
And, one of the answers to—not only what we are fighting ing
hand.
breeding white rats
against, but what are we fighting for
practice, a conglomeration of men- sald
New
experiences are being felt | tal appreciation is needed.
time."
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That's Life.

Free Speech—A Bit Too Free Perhaps
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